GWconnect® Automatic Cover housings are manufactured with a special closing system that allows the automatic closure of the cover guaranteeing the IP66 degree of protection even without fixing the cover with the lever (IP69K with lever).

When the operator releases the plug connector (hood) from the socket on the machinery (housing) for any reason (transports, maintenance, cleaning, etc.) the socket insert has to be protected by manually locking the cover with the lever to avoid that further operations or events (for example rain or other liquids) could damage the electrical equipment.

GWconnect Automatic Cover System automatically protects the socket and the electrical equipment. If the operator forgets to close the cover, it will close automatically avoiding any damage. The cover closes due to the combination of mechanical and magnetic close mechanism that gives the firm closure of the cover. The Automatic Cover housings can be used with any type of inserts and couple to any hood with single-lever locking system. It is the only one on the Heavy Duty Connector market that guarantees the highest safety for applications such as but not limited to, Food and Beverage, Automotive, and all outdoor applications.

You’ll never forget to close it!